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But he came too late, the spirit of the poor lady was quite clouded, and she
listened to him without any interest while he strove to restore her to courage
and to recall her _______________ mind.

1.

(wander)

I don't know that she would consider _______________ you in, but she
might.
2.

(take)

When we see the formations tabulated in written works, or when we follow
them in nature, it is difficult to avoid _______________ that they are closely
consecutive.

3.

(believe)

He did without snuff, told his hairdresser that he no longer required his
services, and gave up _______________ powder.
4.

(wear)

I argued my proficiency so well that he did not refer to the matter again till
Saturday, when he suggested _______________ one whole cloth from the
after leech.

5.

(remove)

In the water-beetle, the structure of its legs, so well adapted for diving,
allows it to compete with other aquatic insects, to hunt for its own prey, and to
escape _______________ as prey to other animals.

6.

(serve)

With a woman's ready instinct she avoided _______________ herself to
his renewed proposals, sometimes covert, sometimes direct, but the struggle
tired her.

7.

(commit)

When it came to paying, there was some bother about a remittance; but
they soon made that all right, for they were far too clever to suggest
_______________ away what they'd chosen but couldn't pay for.

8.

(take)

To give up _______________ a helpless girl the moment he found himself
personally menaced was exceedingly distasteful.
9.

(befriend)

Gertrude made no reply; she kept on _______________.10. (scrub)

Gram gave up _______________ to that quarterly meeting altogether.11.
(go)
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But he could just recollect _______________ in the dark drawing-room,
seeing and touching a ghostly Gyp quite close to him.
12.

(stand)

It kept on _______________ them and making her stumble.13. (get into)

It is now hard to avoid _______________ this error.14. (magnify)

I was to avoid _______________ upright in bed, to receive no visitors,
and have ice applied.
15.

(sit)

The liner acknowledges and recommends _______________ the
bearings.
16.

(invert)

Then we always put off _______________ our exercises till the last
moment; if there were a book to be finished, or if we were lost in thought, the
task was forgotten-again an imposition.

17.

(write)

Forced by want of means to keep on _______________, he went from the
theatre to the press, and from the press to the theatre, dissipating and
scattering his talent, but believing always in his vein.

18.

(produce)

So dreadful was the cruelty of their tormentors, that great numbers of
Jews committed self-destruction to avoid _______________ into their hands.
19.

(fall)

Would you be surprised to learn that I contemplate _______________ a
shipowner?
20.

(become)
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